Several parasites may be transmitted among their hosts through different mechanisms at the same time, which challenges the modelling of the parasite spreading process. Multiplex networks are a particular kind of multi-layer graphs where the same set of nodes can be connected according to different topologies and mechanisms on each layer. We present a novel spatially-embedded multiplex network framework for modelling multi-host infection spreading through multiple routes of transmission. Our model is inspired by Trypanosoma cruzi, a parasite transmitted by trophic and vectorial mechanisms. In our ecological multiplex network, nodes represent species populations interacting through a food web and a vectorial contaminative layer at the same time. We modelled Susceptible-Infected dynamics in two different scenarios: a simple theoretical food web and an empirical one. Our simulations in both scenarios show that the infection is more widespread when both transmission mechanisms are considered at the same time and it is maximised when they have similar importance. This indicates that trophic and contaminative transmission may have additive effects in real ecosystems. We also found that the ratio of vectors-to-host in the community (i) crucially influences the infection spread, (ii) regulates a percolating phase transition in the parasite transmission and (iii) increases the infection rate in hosts. Through the study of the multiplex cartography and immunisation experiments, we show that the multiplex structure can be fundamental in outlining the role that each host species plays in parasite transmission in a given ecosystem. We also show that the time needed to infect all the nodes in empirical ecological scenarios is minimised when both transmission mechanisms have similar importance.
multiplex structures [24, 25] have recently appeared in the literature. However, the consideration of real ecological scenarios in the analysis of parasite spreading through multiple transmission mechanisms has not been explored. We propose a spatial multiplex-based framework to model multi-host parasite transmission through multiple transmission mechanisms. In this framework, blood meal of interspecific interaction can be represented in a different layer of the multiplex network structure. Our model is inspired by the complex ecology of Trypanosoma cruzi (Kinetoplastida: Trypanosomatidae) in its multiple host community. T. cruzi, the etiological agent of Chagas disease, is a relevant example of a multi-host parasite and a serious disease affecting 6-9 million people [26] . The main infection route to humans involves the triatomine vectors. blood meals from an infected host can transmit the parasite to the triatomine vector, while defecation by an infected vector on the host following the blood meal can result in stercorarian transmission to the host. In sylvatic hosts the stercorarian transmission may occur when the animal scratches the bite and inadvertently rubs the parasite-contaminated matter into the lesion [27] . Infection by the oral route occurs when a mammal ingests infected triatomine feces, food contaminated with the parasite or by preying on infected vectors or mammals [5] .
We used a Susceptible-Infected (SI) model to describe parasite transmission dynamics in spatially embedded multiplex networks. The multiplex framework helps us understand how infection spread is related to the multiplex structure and what is the epidemiological importance of vectors and hosts in different ecological scenarios. We studied a theoretical three-species spatial multiplex network first to understand the interplay between the multiplex structure and epidemiological dynamics. Then we used empirical data of a local T. cruzi host community to model the dynamics of T. cruzi multiple transmission routes on its multiple hosts. In the vectorial transmission layer, vectors are contaminated after interacting with infected hosts and transmit the parasite while interacting with non-infected hosts. In the trophic transmission layer hosts acquire the parasite after feeding on infected vector or host. The multiplex framework helps us understand how infection spread is related to the multiplex structure and what is the epidemiological importance of vectors and hosts in different ecological scenarios.
Preliminary studies [27] [28] [29] used mean-field methods to model T. cruzi transmission among its main sylvatic hosts and vectors. Their results indicate that in a fully connected scenario with no explicit spatial structure, vectorial and oral transmission effects are additive in maintaining and furthering the spread of the infection [27] . With the multiplex framework we aim to understand the effect of multiplex topology on spreading dynamics. We explored the relative importance of each transmission route and the coupled effects of both mechanisms for parasite transmission. We also evaluated the effect of host diversity on infection spread by comparing the results of the model with a simple food-web structure with the one derived from complex empirical data.
II. METHODS

A. Ecological multiplex network construction
A multiplex network consists of nodes of s types (species), where different types of interaction between the nodes are represented in M network layers (M=3 in this study). In our set-up, node type represents species and nodes represent populations of those species. In our numerical simulations, we consider three kinds of ecosystem layers:
1. trophic layer: links represent trophic interactions, directed from populations of prey species to populations of their predators, according to the interactions in the food-web.
2. vectorial layer: undirected links represent interaction between populations of vector species and their hosts.
3. contact layer: undirected links represent contacts between populations of any species, given by the spatial distance between two nodes as in a Random Geometric Graph (RGG) [18] , which is constructed by randomly placing the populations in a metric space and connecting two nodes by a link if their distance is in a given range defined by neighbourhood radius R. All interactions are allowed on this level.
The construction process for a multiplex network ( Figure 1 ) with N nodes, radius R, species frequencies {f i } 1≤i≤m can be summarised as follows:
• The N nodes are uniformly embedded within the unitary two-dimensional space Ω = [0, 1] 2 with periodic boundary conditions, i.e., a toroidal space. Each node i is assigned to a given species s i , according to the probability defined by its corresponding frequency f i . Nodes have the same spatial positions in all the layers.
• For a node i on the contact layer, a directed edge (i, k) is created with any node k where toroidal distance from i is d ik < R. The edge (i, k) is replicated on the other multiplex layers where the interspecific interaction (s i , s k ) is allowed.
• The connectivity process in the previous step is repeated for all nodes.
In this study we consider networks of N = 10, 000 populations (nodes) and radius of interaction ρ = 0.056. The radius of interaction has been tuned according to our node density in order to obtain connected networks, in which there is at least one path connecting each pair of nodes in the network. Therefore, we avoided limitations to parasite spreading due to complete isolation of populations. We study two multiplex networks: the three-species model with s = 3 (reference), and the Canastra food-web with s = 20. In the reference model, we have three species type: predators, preys, and vectors. The frequency of vectors f v , is the free parameter of the model. The other species frequencies are defined as 2f predator = f prey and under the constraint that ( f i = 1). In the Canastra food web we kept the same proportions as in the three species model (2f predator = f prey ), with the constraints that all different species of predators and preys have equal frequencies. Connectivity patterns for both models are represented as Boolean matrices (Appendix). For the definitions of the other multiplex metrics, we refer the reader to Appendix.
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B. Parasite transmission dynamics
We describe the parasite transmission dynamics on the ecological multiplex network. A node, i.e. a population of a given species type, can be infected or susceptible and its state is the same in all layers. We start the simulation by infecting all the nodes in a random circle of radius r 0 = 0.03, that is, πN r 2 0 ≈ 28.2 nodes are infected at the beginning, on average. Subsequently, the parasite spreading evolves as follows: 1. A random node i is chosen together with one of its adjacent neighbours j in the contact layer within the radius R considered.
2. The vectorial layer is chosen to be considered in the infection transmission for this step with probability p v , which is a measure of the vectorial layer importance.
Step 3 is then performed when the vectorial layer is chosen. Otherwise, step 4 takes place.
3. If node i is infected and the edge (i, j) exists in the vectorial layer, node j becomes infected as well (vectorial layer infection transmission).
4. If node i is infected and the edge (i, j) exists in the trophic layer, node j becomes infected as well (trophic layer infection transmission).
5. Steps 1-4 are repeated until the maximum number of time steps t is reached.
The process in stages 1-4 is repeated N (the number of nodes in the network) times for each time step. Each population is randomly chosen each time step and at the end of the transmission process every node is chosen once, on average.
C. Immunisation
In an immunisation simulation we study the dynamics of parasite spreading when predator and prey species have been immunised. Each node in the network has an immune attribute that is set to true if a node is chosen to be immune. An immune node is not susceptible to the parasite, by any possible route of transmission. The number of immune nodes is determined per species by specifying the probability of immunisation p i for each species i. To perform the immunisation, members of the species i outside of the initial infection radius r 0 are chosen randomly with probability p i and are set to be immune.
We consider two immunisation scenarios to investigate the relative role that different trophic levels had in spreading the parasite. In the first scenario only prey species are immunised and in the second scenario only predator species are immunised. For simplicity, the p i values for all prey and predator species are set uniformly. For instance, in prey-only immunisation, where prey species are sequentially indexed by 1, 2, . . . , m, we set
We used data from an epidemiological study of T. cruzi infection in wild hosts in Southeast Brazil [30] to estimate the trophic and vectorial networks. For the trophic layer, we built a qualitative potential food web based on the diet of the animals [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . As there was no species-level classification of the biological vectors present in the area, we considered the vectors one single species. We used species prevalence, measured through positive parasitological, to estimate the possible interactions in the vectorial layer [30] . We assumed that positive parasitological diagnostics for T. cruzi could be used as a proxy vectorial transmission, since only the individuals with positive parasitaemia are able to transmit the parasite [5] . The Canastra multiplex network has a total of 20 species: 7 predators, 12 prey and 1 vector (Supplementary Information).
III. RESULTS
Our results focus on: (i) highlighting the topological features of our spatial multiplex network through a multiplex cartography [37] , (ii) investigating parasite spreading across the multi-layered structure at different values for the vector frequency f v and importance of vectorial transmission p v , and (iii) quantifying the biological role of different species in the parasite spreading by means of immunisation simulation experiments. The measures adopted to describe the transmission process are defined in Appendix. We first report the results concerning the three-species reference model followed by the Canastra multiplex network, respectively.
A. Three-species reference system
The three-species reference model consists of the simplest epidemiological scenario for the multiplex transmission. It is based on a simple trophic chain in which vectors are consumed by preys and preys are consumed by predators. In the vectorial layer the vector contaminate both preys and predators Figure 1 .
The multiplex cartographies highlight different roles played by each species at different vector frequencies f v (Figure 2a-d) . When vectors are rare in the system (f v = 0.01, Figure 2a) , both predators and preys are relatively poorly connected (i.e. their standardised overlapping degree is z < 2, see Appendix). Also, predators focus most of their links in the trophic layer, thus displaying participation coefficients (Appendix) lower than 2/3. Vectors are hubs (z > 2) and they distribute their links uniformly between both trophic and vectorial layers. These vectors are truly multiplex nodes with a participation coefficient higher than 2/3. This is because most of the multiplex network is composed of prey and predator populations linked to vector populations on both layers. When the frequency f v of vector nodes increases between 0.1 ( Figure 2b ) and 0.25 ( Figure 2c ), vectors still participate uniformly on both layers but their average node degree decreases. Similar behaviour is reported when f v = 0.5 (plot not shown). Increasing the vector frequency up to f v = 0.75 leads to a system where vectors are predominant but each species plays a different role ( Figure 2d ): (i) preys receive links from vectors on both trophic and vectorial layers and become truly multiplex hubs, (ii) predators are less connected and tend to organise their connections across a wider range of participation coefficients (they are not connected to vectors on the trophic layer), (iii) vectors tend to spread their connections across both layers similarly but are also less connected compared to predators (since vectors cannot interact with each other).
We delved further into the interplay between vector frequency and parasite spreading by computing the global infection time, i.e. the time at which the infection spreads across the whole connected component of the multiplex network (Appendix). Investigating the infection time at different values of vectorial layer importance p v reveals an interesting interplay between trophic and vectorial routes of infection transmission. As reported in Figure 3 , when vector frequency in the system is low (f v = 0.1), infection transmission across the multiplex network is minimum for p v different from either 0 or 1, i.e. there is an optimal combination of both trophic and vectorial mechanisms for infecting the same network within the shortest infection time. However, the vector frequency alters such behaviour: when f v = 0.25, 0.5 or 0.75 the infection time decreases monotonically with the vectorial layer importance p v . This might be a consequence of the dominant role vectors play in the vectorial layer. Interestingly, increasing the vector frequency from f v = 0.1 to 0.25 or even 0.5 leads to an overall decrease of the infection times, depending on p v . However, when vector frequency raises up to f v = 0.75, the trophic layer becomes ineffective in infecting the multitude of vector populations in the system, since they can be infected only in vectorial layer. This explains the overall increase in the infection times, reported in the left plot of Figure 3 . However, at higher vector frequencies, prey and predator populations become easily infected through vectorial transmission and this explains the monotonically decreasing behaviour of the infection times against p v .
Analysing the speed at which the parasite spreads across the multiplex structure reveals interesting patterns. As reported in Figure 3 , the parasite transmission initially accelerates within the system (when t < 100) but only if the vectorial layer importance p v > 0. A power-law fitting procedure retrieved a scaling exponent ∆R(t) ∝ t α with α ≈ 1 when t ∈ [50, 100] . If transmission spreads only on the trophic layer it leads to a qualitatively different behaviour and it becomes increasingly difficult to infect more populations over time (i.e. the parasite spreading rate decreases almost monotonically). Behaviour consistent with that ( Figure 3 ; f v = 0.75, p v = 0.5) was also observed for all the other parameter values reported in other plots. The only difference observed was in the order of the peaks of parasite spreading rate, which are reached according to the p v value (i.e. the higher p v the sooner the peak was reached) only when f v > 0.2.
We also investigated the infection dynamics for very small values of vector frequencies ( Figure 4 ). We found that our model displayed a threshold in the emergence of global epidemics around the critical value f v = 0.02. Very small variations in the abundance of vector populations within the simulated ecosystem leads to dramatic changes in the ratio of infected populations after a suitably long relaxation time of 10, 000 iterations ( Figure 4 ). When f v < 0.02, the system is disconnected and the parasite cannot spread over the multiplex structure: even after a long time under the SI dynamics, there is no pandemics registered. Our simulations show that the vectorial layer importance slightly shifts the critical threshold of the phase transition, which occurs across all the different values of p v (for p v = 0 or p v = 1 plots not reported for clarity). This phase transition marks the beginning of a distinct "phase" of the model (f v > 0.02), for which the parasite can percolate throughout the whole system even when vector frequencies are low.
As indicated by the grey area in Figure 4 , the mean infection radius r at the final state undergoes a phase transition around f v = 0.02. However, r converges to its maximum value r max at a faster rate compared to the ratio of infected population. For instance, when f v = 0.04 ≈ 70% of the populations in the system are infected while their average distance from the centre is close to the maximum value (see the dashed black line in Figure  4) . In other words, even when a considerable proportion of populations are not infected yet, the parasite spreading can still be considered "global". This happens because the infected populations are uniformly scattered across the whole system, which is possibly a consequence of the direct transmission on the trophic layer.
Infection times and parasite ratio increases provide global and time-detailed information about the parasite spreading dynamics on the multiplex structure. In order to quantify the role played by each species in the parasite spreading we also analysed the above infection metrics in immunisation scenarios, where a fraction of populations of a given species was immune to the parasite. Given our previous findings of different species playing different roles within the network cartography (Figure 2d ), we focused on the immunisation for a fixed vector frequency f v = 0.75. In fact, it is when f v = 0.75 that preys, predators and vectors occupy different regions in the multiplex cartography. In Figure 5 we report the global infection times when the same absolute number of predator or prey populations are immunised (notice that predators are half as frequent as preys in our model). Our results show that immunising preys over predators leads to a greater increase in the system infection times for all values of vectorial layer importance p v . The better performance of immunising preys over predators is also reflected in the increase of parasite ratio ∆R(t) ( Figure 5 ). In fact, immunising preys not only makes the system experience a pandemic at a later stage but it also significantly slows down the parasite spreading in the first accelerating phase (i.e., it lowers the ∆R(t) when t < 140). Even though slowing down the parasite transmission and reaching a pandemic at a later stage might sound equivalent, a closer look at the parasite ratio increase reveals that in the predator immunisation scenario there is a higher diffusion speed in the decelerating infection phase, t > 140 ( Figure 5 ). Because of this behaviour, we report on both patterns. This difference could be attributed to the different role played by preys and predators on the trophic layer, i.e., preys are infected before predators because they are directly infected by vectors when feeding on an infected vector. Further numerical experiments indicate that this is not the case: immunisation experiments performed at vector frequency f v = 0.25 show that immunising either 50% of predators or 25% of prey gives statistically equivalent results in terms of both the parasite spreading times and the propagation rates. Since the "who-eats-who" order is the same in both f v = 0.25 and f v = 0.75 immunisation scenarios, the relative difference in immunisation performances has to be attributed to the role played by each species within the global network topology. Immunising preys is different from immunising predators only if nodes relative to such two species have different roles within the multiplex network, i.e., their cartographies are distinct. This computational evidence points to the meaningfulness of the concept of network cartography for the parasite spreading dynamics because at higher vector frequencies f v = 0.75 preys become truly multiplex hub nodes.
B. Canastra ecosystem
The cartographies reported in Figure 2 (e-h) represent snapshots of the Canastra multiplex network with increasing frequencies of vectors. When vectors are in very low frequency (f v = 0.01), predators and preys occupy the same regions of the cartography as in the threespecies multiplex network (Figure 2a and 2e) . With higher frequencies of vectors (Figure 2f , 2g, and 2h) there is one predator species that displays a wide variation in the participation coefficient, while the participation coefficients of the other predators is zero. This is because the Canastra multiplex network has one predator species that can be contaminated by vectorial transmission, while the others have links only on the trophic layer. Similar case occurs with the preys, since only half of them have connections on the vectorial layer. Analogously to the three-species system, increasing the frequency of vectors leads to scenarios where some predators and preys display a wide range of participation coefficients. However, at both f v = 0.1 and f v = 0.25 predators are more connected than preys in the Canastra multiplex network since they display a higher average overlapping degree. This occurs because predators are at higher trophic levels than preys and thus receive more connections in the trophic layer. Therefore, for values as low as f v = 0.1 the species show varied patterns in the cartography. At f v = 0.25, preys tend to increase their participation in the multiplex network as a sign of increased connectivity in the vectorial layer. When vector populations are highly frequent in the system, f v = 0.75, the cartography reveals some extreme patterns: the preys that have contaminative interactions with vectors on the vectorial layer display participation coefficient close to 1 (Figure 2h ). For f v = 0.75 and there is also a gap among predators that interact with vectors and those that do not, which was absent in the three-species multiplex network (Figure 2h) .
The time required to infect almost all the populations in Canastra is minimised when the vectorial layer importance p v is around 0.6, at vector frequencies f v = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5, (Figure 6 ). This decreased infection time indicates that the parasite spreading is optimised when vectors are not so frequent and thus there is a higher species evenness, parasite diffusion is optimised when vectorial and trophic transmission mechanism have similar importance. As a comparison, the three-species multiplex network exhibited a minimum in the global infection time only when f v = 0.1, for p v different from either 0 or 1. In the extreme scenario f v = 0.75 the infection times decreased monotonically and transmission occurs only via the vectorial layer. In fact, when the system includes many vectors, the bidirectional links in the vectorial layer allow for faster parasite spreading through the infected predator and prey populations. Pandemics are reached faster when the importance of vectorial layer transmission is increased ( Figure 6 ). Despite Canastra's higher connectivity on the trophic layer, the parasite ratio increases behave similarly to the three-species system. The parasite spreading propagates much slower on the trophic layer alone than on the full multiplex struc-ture, indicating an additive effect in the spread of the infection across trophic and vectorial interactions. For p v > 0 the following slow-down phase does not behave independently of p v , after each infection peak has been reached (see left plot in Figure 6 ). Therefore, such peaks cannot be considered good proxies of the infection times on the Canastra multiplex network. When the spreading deceleration occurs in different times, it sums up differently to the peak times, thus establishing global infection times that are not straightforwardly related to the peak times. For instance, the peak for p v = 0.8 is reached sooner for the p v = 0.6 but the deceleration phase takes longer for p v = 0.8 then for the p v = 0.6 and thus p v = 0.8 has a higher global infection time compared to p v = 0.6.
The Canastra multiplex network also displayed a phase transition in the emergence of a global epidemic, similarly to what happened for the three-species multiplex network. However, the different topology of trophic and vectorial layers brought to a slight increase in the critical vector frequency value, from 0.02 (three-species) to 0.04.
Unlike the three-species multiplex, the Canastra multiplex network displayed different cartographies patterns only at low vector frequencies. Therefore, we investigated immunisation scenarios at f v = 0.1 and f v = 0.25. The results for f v = 0.1 are reported in Figure 7 and are analogous to the f v = 0.25 case (plots not shown for brevity). Contrary to the three-species multiplex network, immunising preys does not always hamper the parasite spreading more than immunising predators. From the cartography (Figure 2f ) one would expect predators to play a pivotal role in spreading the parasite, given their higher connectivity, on average. However, in the same cartography preys display a slightly higher average participation and hence could also play a central role in the epidemics. Therefore, in contrast to the three-species multiplex network, it is not possible to make predictions based on the cartography alone. Our immunisation simulations reveal the presence of two scenarios: when the parasite spreads preferentially across the trophic layer, then immunising predators over preys significantly increases the infection times (see the right plot in Figure  7 ) and slows down the parasite transmission (see the left plot in Figure 7 ). This is mainly due to the fact that predators are hubs in the trophic layer and hence show a higher overlapping degree in the cartography. However, when the vectorial layer importance p v increases above 0.3, then immunising preys becomes the most effective immunisation strategy, since the vector contaminate mostly preys in the Canastra multiplex network. Having a higher vectorial layer importance means that the multiplex structure becomes predominant and the populations that participate the most in the multiplex network, such as preys, can promote the infection spread.
IV. DISCUSSION
It is only recently that network scientists started addressing the multiplex structure of real-world systems such as ecological and epidemiological systems [16] . They used the multiplex framework for modelling different ecological and epidemiological systems. Multiplex networks were used in ecological systems to approach different interaction types [22, 38, 39] and levels of organisation [40, 41] . In epidemiological systems multiplexes were used to describe parasite spreading with Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible dynamics [42] [43] [44] [45] , susceptible-infected-recovered dynamics [46] [47] [48] , and multiple types of interactions between random layers [21, 25, 49] . The modelling of multi-host parasites that are transmitted through multiple mechanisms in the ecosystem can be improved by applying the multiplex framework. We used the multiplex networks to study both a simple predator-prey-vector system as a reference case, and to empirical data from host communities of T. cruzi in natural habitat (Canastra). Our three-species-system system as well as our empirical-based system showed that the ecological aspects of vectors, hosts and parasites might be mapped on the multiplex cartography. Considering the node and link heterogeneity in a spatial context allowed us to identify percolation thresholds for parasite spreading. This is particularly interesting because the susceptible-infected dynamics in homogeneous hosts always leads to epidemic waves. In addition, we found that multiplex cartography had important implications in parasite spreading dynamics and that parasite transmission depends on: (i) the relative importance of distinct transmission mechanisms, (ii) the role species play on overall multiplex structure and (iii) the relative frequency of the species in the system.
Multiplex cartography [37] provided information on the biological role that different species plays in parasite spreading. Because species interactions were spatially embedded, the resulting multiplex structure was determined by the relative frequency of each species and the interactions they have in both the trophic and the vectorial layers. We found the structural role one species plays in parasite spreading was possible to be achieved by the multiplex cartography in both the reference and empirical systems. In the three-species multiplex network, a higher frequency of vectors (f v > 50% of the total population) increased prey connectivity and therefore their participation in the multiplex topology. We found different results when we considering a more realistic ecological scenario. In Canastra, predators dominated the multiplex topology because of their higher connectivity and higher average overlapping degree. Therefore, the multiplex structure not only affected species interaction patterns in the community but also had important consequences for transmission dynamics.
In vector-borne diseases, densities of hosts and vectors as well as the ratio of their densities, have strong implications for parasite transmission [29, [50] [51] [52] . The three-species multiplex network showed that higher vector frequency increased vector importance in the vectorial layer, which enhanced preys and predators infection and parasite transmission. This relationship explains why infection times decreased monotonically with increased importance of the vectorial layer, which was more strongly with an increased relative frequency of vectors in the community (Figure 3 ). On the other hand, if the vector frequency is low and parasite spreads only on the trophic layer, it becomes increasingly difficult to infect more populations over time. In this situation the fastest global infection was achieved when both mechanisms of transmission were important for parasite spreading (there was a minimum in the infection time around p v = 0.6). Moreover, in the Canastra multiplex network, we observed an analogous minimum even with higher vector frequencies ( Figure 6 ). This suggests that global infection time in complex ecological scenarios is minimised when both mechanisms of transmission have similar importance in more complex ecological scenarios.
Percolation thresholds are spatially explicit tipping points that indicate long-range interactions within a given system [13] . If a network does not allow for long-range interactions among nodes, i.e. if the network is not strongly connected, then the infection will not transmit to the whole system. In our case the connectivity of the multiplex network was crucially affected by the frequency of species. For very small frequency of vectors f v , our model showed a percolation threshold in both the three-species and the Canastra multiplex network. The presence of such 11phase transition" in a simple SI dynamics for a non-zero value of f v is mainly related to the spatial structure and to directed trophic interactions in the multiplex network. In the three-species model the parasite can percolate through the whole system only if f v > 0.02, while in the Canastra system the critical vector frequency was found to be around f v = 0.04. We conjecture that this increase might be due to a higher diversity of potential hosts: with more species available there is an increased chance that vectors will interact with animals that do not become infected with the parasite. Interestingly, our theoretically computed frequencies agree with previous findings that even a small frequency of vectors in the ecosystem is sufficient to maintain Chagas disease in a human population [53] .
Immunising preys in the reference model dramatically increased global infection time and the rate of disease spreading in the populations. However, immunising preys over predators resulted in different infection times only if these species had distinct cartographies. This result points to the meaningfulness of the network cartography for understanding the parasite spreading dynamics. The multiplex cartography showed that preys play an important role in the three-species model and thus could be a better target for immunisation. The immunisation simulations confirmed that immunising preys could hamper the parasite spreading in the three-species case. In the Canastra multiplex network, the predators were the species that attained most of their connections in the multiplex network and thus had a higher importance in the cartography. This higher importance in the multiplex network suggests that the predators are acting as a sink for the parasite and reducing overall transmission in Canastra. Empirical studies had already pointed out the potential importance of predators as parasite bio-accumulators [5, 54] . This is mainly due to the fact that predators are hubs in the trophic layer and hence show a higher overlapping degree in the cartography. However, preys also displayed a slightly higher average participation in the Canastra cartography and hence could also play a central role in the epidemics. In fact, when the vectorial layer importance p v is above 0.3, immunising preys becomes the most effective immunisation strategy. This is because vectors contaminate mostly preys in the Canastra multiplex network. Again, the roles played by each species in the multiplex cartography depended on the frequency of vectors and is relate to their importance for parasite spreading.
For given vector frequency, the lowest infection times was registered when the parasite spreads on both layers at the same time (i.e. for intermediate values of p v ) in both threespecies and Canastra multiplex networks. Therefore, our theoretical network model indicates that vectorial and trophic mechanisms of transmission are additive in sustaining the spread of multi-host parasites such as T. cruzi, further agreeing with previous studies [27] . In random multiplex networks [42] the epidemic process also depends on the strength and nature of the coupling between the layers. This previous study [42] showed that the global epidemic threshold considering all the multiplex layers turned out to be smaller than the epidemic thresholds of two layers separately. Our results indicate that the spread of a parasite that uses multiple mechanisms, even when the transmission layers are highly structured and differ in their topologies. The multi-layered transmission, which is observed in many parasites with complex life cycles and multiple mechanisms of infection, seems to be a very efficient strategy for spreading in communities of multiple hosts.
It has to be underlined that the main aim of our multiplex model is not to provide a realistic mechanism for the spreading dynamics of T. cruzi in wild hosts. Instead, our approach aims at providing a comprehensive framework for investigating the spreading of multi-host parasites across different transmission mechanisms. Additional information should be taken into account if one would want to study the dynamics of T. cruzi in wild hosts and Chagas disease epidemiology. For instance, it is known that the stercorarian transmission results in a much higher probability of parasite transmission from host to vector than from vector to host [55] . A more realistic models should include these differences. In addition, host physiological and ecological characteristics influence their probability to transmit T. cruzi. A higher proportion of insects in host diets increase host probability of infection [54, 56, 57] . Finally, host species that share ecological habitat with vector species are more likely to be exposed to the infection [5] .
Many zoonoses, which are infections naturally transmitted between vertebrate animals and humans, have multiple hosts and mechanisms of transmission. Examples of zoonoses transmitted to humans by arthropod vectors include Malaria, Leishmaniasis, Chagas disease, West Nile virus, plague and Lyme disease [58] . The multiplex framework presented here could improve our understanding of the epidemiology and evolution of these parasites and help us elaborate more efficient control strategies for reducing disease incidence in humans. Additional layers, such as network of human interactions with its socio-ecological characteristics, could be included to make the model more realistic.
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straightforward to compute an upper bound r * for r as:
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Visual representation of our model over the three layers: a trophic layer , a vectorial layer, and their underlying contact layer. Nodes are relative to the three-species example and they are drawn according to their "identities", e.g. "predator", "prey" and "vector". According to such identities, the trophic and vectorial layers allow only for specific interactions to be present within the system. For instance, the allowed interactions in the three-species model are reported on the right. The parasite can spread on both such layers. When a node gets infected in one layer it gets infected on all the others as well. •
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